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Abstract
We investigate the approximability of minimum and maximum linear ordering problems
(MIN-LOP and MAX-LOP) and related feedback set problems such as maximum weight acyclic
subdiagraph (MAX-W-SUBDAG), minimum weight feedback arc/vertex set (MIN-W-FAS/
MIN-W-FVS) and a generalization of the latter called MIN-Subset-FAS/MIN-Subset-FVS.
MAX-LOP and the other problems have been studied by many researchers but, though MIN-LOP
arises in many practical contexts, it appears that it has not been studied before. In this paper,
we ;rst note that these minimization (respectively, maximization) problems are equivalent with
respect to strict reduction and so have the same approximability properties. While MAX-LOP
is APX-complete, MIN-LOP is only APX-hard. We conjecture that MIN-LOP is not in APX,
unless P = NP. We obtain a result connecting extreme points of linear ordering polytope with
approximability of MIN-LOP via LP-relaxation which seems to suggest that constant factor ap-
proximability of MIN-LOP may not be obtainable via this method. We also prove that (a)
MIN-Subset-FAS cannot be approximated within a factor (1 − ) log n, for any ¿ 0, unless
NP ⊂ DTIME(nlog log n), and (b) MIN-W-k-FAS, a generalization of MIN-LOP, is NPO-complete.
We then show that At-MIN-LOP (respectively, At-MAX-LOP), in which the weight matrix sat-
is;es a parametrized version of a stronger form of triangle inequality, with parameter t ∈ (0; 2],
is approximable within a factor (2 + t)=2t (respectively, 4=(2 + t)). We also show that these
restricted versions are in PO iD t = 2 and are not in PTAS for t ∈ (0; 2), unless P = NP.
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1. Introduction and some basic concepts
In this paper, we deal with approximate solutions of some speci;c NP-optimization
problems such as linear ordering problems [10,22,41] and feedback set problems [19].
We refer to [3] for de;nitions of the relevant concepts concerning approximation
algorithms, approximation classes and approximation reductions and standard nota-
tions for them. In particular, an optimization problem  is speci;ed by a four-tuple
 = (I; sol; m; goal) with the components having their usual meanings as in [3], NPO
is the set of all NP-optimization problems and PO is the set of those NPO problems
that can be solved in polynomial time. For an instance x of an optimization problem
, m∗(x) denotes the measure of an optimal solution of x and R(x; y) denotes the
performance ratio of a solution y of x as de;ned in [3]. The concepts of various types
of approximation algorithms and corresponding approximation classes such as APX,
PTAS and FPTAS are de;ned in terms of R(x; y). The concept of completeness in an
approximation class is de;ned in terms of an AP-reduction, 6AP, a special case of
which is a strict-reduction, 6strict, obtained by setting the constant  in the de;nition
of an AP-reduction [12,3] to 1. Two problems 1 and 2 are equivalent with respect
to a reduction, say, 6r , if 1 6r 2 and vice versa, and this is denoted by 1 ≡r 2.
We recall that AP-reducibility preserves membership both in PTAS and FPTAS, and
if  is APX-hard, then  is not in PTAS, unless P = NP [12,13,3].
We also recall some concepts from graph theory before we can discuss the problems
we are concerned with. A tournament [27] is a digraph G = (V; T ) such that, for
every two vertices u; v∈V , T contains exactly one arc with end vertices u and v.
A tournament is acyclic if it does not contain any directed cycle. A feedback arc
set (FAS) (respectively, directed acyclic subgraph (SUBDAG)) in a digraph G =
(V; A) is an arc set B ⊆ A such that the subdigraph (V; A − B) (respectively, (V; B)
is acyclic). A feedback vertex set (FVS) is de;ned similar to FAS. Given a digraph
G = (V; A), a minimal FAS/FVS (respectively, maximal SUBDAG) is an FAS/FVS
(respectively, SUBDAG) B which does not contain (respectively, is not contained in)
another FAS/FVS (respectively, SUBDAG). A complete digraph on a set of n vertices,
V = {1; 2; : : : ; n}, is denoted by Gn = (V; An).
Given a complete digraph Gn=(V; An) on V = {1; 2; : : : ; n} with nonnegative integer
arc weights, in maximum (respectively, minimum) linear ordering problem (MAX-LOP)
(respectively, MIN-LOP) we are required to ;nd an acyclic tournament on V with max-
imum (respectively, minimum) total arc weight. We shall write LOP when referring to
either of MAX-LOP and MIN-LOP. MAX-LOP has many practical applications and
has been studied by many researchers [22]. MIN-LOP also has some applications. It
is related to the problem of ;nding optimal evaluation order of a set of arithmetic ex-
pressions having common subexpressions [32]. Also, it can be shown that MIN-LOP is
a special case of the quadratic assignment problem [21,25]. MAX-LOP and MIN-LOP
are complementary to each other in the sense that given an arc weighted complete di-
graph Gn=(V; An), T ⊆ An is an optimal solution of MAX-LOP if and only if An− T
is an optimal solution of MIN-LOP.
Two related problems that have been investigated by several researchers, are the
maximum weight acyclic subdigraph (MAX-W-SUBDAG) and the minimum weight
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feedback arc set (MIN-W-FAS) problems. Given a digraph G=(V; A) with nonnegative
integer arc weights, in MAX-W-SUBDAG (respectively, MIN-W-FAS) we are required
to ;nd SUBDAG (respectively, FAS) of maximum (respectively, minimum) total arc
weight. The vertex version of MIN-W-FAS, denoted by MIN-W-FVS, is de;ned sim-
ilarly with weights on the vertices. The unweighted versions of these problems, i.e.,
when all arc/vertex weights are 1, denoted by MAX-SUBDAG and MIN-FAS/FVS,
are well-known NP-complete optimization problems [21,37] and so are their weighted
versions. MAX-W-SUBDAG and MIN-W-FAS are complementary to each other in
the sense that, for any digraph G = (V; A) with nonnegative arc weights, B ⊆ A is an
optimal solution of MAX-W-SUBDAG for G if and only if A− B is an optimal solu-
tion of MIN-W-FAS for G. MAX-LOP can be seen as a MAX-W-SUBDAG problem
on arc weighted complete digraphs with feasible solutions as maximal acyclic subdi-
graphs. We also consider a generalization of MIN-W-FAS (respectively, MIN-W-FVS),
called MIN-Subset-FAS (respectively, MIN-Subset-FVS) in which we need to ;nd a
minimum weight FAS (respectively, FVS) that breaks all dicycles in a given set of
interesting dicycles, instead of all dicycles.
GrKotschel et al. [23] used a trivial reduction from MAX-W-SUBDAG to MAX-LOP
to show that MAX-LOP is NP-complete (and hence so is MIN-LOP). Further, both
MAX-LOP and MIN-LOP are strongly NP-complete and, hence, do not admit of any
pseudo-polynomial time algorithm [20]. The reduction for this is as follows: given
an instance G = (V; A) of MAX-SUBDAG, construct an instance (Gn = (V; An); w) of
MAX-LOP with w(e)=2 if e∈A and w(e)=1 otherwise, and to an acyclic tournament
T on V of Gn associate the feasible solution T ∩A of MAX-SUBDAG. Clearly w(T )=
1
2 n(n−1)+|T∩A|. From this, it also follows that LOPpq is NP-complete, where LOPpq
denotes LOP with arc weights restricted to two positive integers p and q.
Both MAX-W-SUBDAG and MAX-LOP have 2-approximation algorithms and are
APX-complete. For undirected graphs, MIN-W-FVS has also a 2-approximation algo-
rithm [4,5], and is APX-complete. But for digraphs, all the minimization problems
such as MIN-W-FAS, mentioned above, are known only to be APX-hard [17]. For
MIN-FAS, Leighton and Rao [31] gave a O(log2 n)-approximation algorithm, and then
Seymour [39] gave a O(log n log log n) approximation algorithm. From this we can ob-
tain a O(log n log log n)-approximation algorithm for MIN-LOP. Latter Even et al. [17]
designed an O(log n log log n)-approximation algorithm for MIN-Subset-FAS which is
an extension of Seymour’s algorithm for MIN-FAS.
The approximability properties of weighted and unweighted versions of NPO prob-
lems may diDer in many ways. For some the unweighted versions have comparatively
simpler approximation algorithms though both versions are approximable within the
same factor. For example, Gavril’s 2-approximation algorithm for unweighted minimum
vertex cover is based on a simple greedy procedure to ;nd a matching in the graph [20],
whereas the 2-approximation algorithm for weighted minimum vertex cover algorithm
is based on a linear programming formulation [34]. In some other cases, it is not known
whether they attain same approximation ratio; for example, maximum clique problem is
approximable within a factor of O(n=log2 n) [7], whereas the best-known approximation
factor for maximum weighted clique is O((log log n)2n=log2 n) [26]. Further, several
NP-hard optimization problems are tractable whenever a polynomial bound is imposed
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on the weights. Recently, Crescenzi et al. [14] have shown that for any weighted
optimization problem satisfying a “niceness” property, the approximation threshold of
the unbounded version and that of a polynomially bounded versions are equal. They
show that the unweighted versions of minimum vertex cover, minimum satis;ability
and some other problems are exactly as hard to approximate as their weighted versions.
The question of knowing whether MIN-FVS has such property was raised by Trevisan
[40], and in Section 2 of this paper, we show that polynomially bounded weighted
and unweighted versions of MIN-FVS and MIN-FAS are equivalent with respect to
strict-reduction. From this, we show that MIN-LOP is strictly equivalent to MIN-FAS.
Strict equivalence also holds among polynomially bounded weighted and unweighted
versions of MIN-Subset-FAS and MIN-Subset-FVS as well as between MAX-LOP and
MAX-W-SUBDAG.
Though MIN-LOP and related equivalent problems such as MIN-FAS have O(log n
log log n)-approximation algorithm and are APX-hard, whether they are in APX is a ma-
jor open question. All our attempts to design a constant factor approximation algorithm
for MIN-LOP have failed and we believe and conjecture that MIN-LOP is not in APX,
unless P=NP. We have some results that may be regarded as some indirect evidences,
though not strong, for this conjecture. In particular, we show that if nonzero coordinates
of extreme points of the linear ordering polytope are all greater than 1=k, for some
constant k ¿ 1, then rounding an optimal solution of an LP-relaxation of MIN-LOP
yields a k-approximate solution of MIN-LOP. However, Nutov and Penn [36] have
shown that nonzero coordinates may be arbitrarily close to 0. These led us to believe
that a constant factor approximation algorithm for MIN-LOP may not be obtained via
LP-relaxation of MIN-LOP. We then consider MIN-Subset-FAS problem, a generaliza-
tion of MIN-FAS, and show that, for any ¿ 0, there cannot exist a polynomial time
(1 − )log n-approximation algorithm for this problem, unless NP⊂DTIME(nlog log n).
We also consider MIN-W-k-FAS problem, which is a generalization of MIN-LOP, and
show that it is NPO-complete. These are presented in Section 3.
Next, in Section 4, we consider A-LOP obtained by restricting the weight function
of LOP satisfying a stronger form of triangle inequality, and show that a simple heuris-
tic, as suggested in [37] for MAX-SUBDAG, adapted for LOP, called CT-heuristic,
is a 43 -approximation algorithm for 
-MAX-LOP and a 32 -approximation algorithm
for 
-MIN-LOP. In Section 5, we extend quite easily the analysis of the perfor-
mance of CT-heuristic for the case when the arc weights satisfy parametrized trian-
gle inequality (or 
t-inequality, for t ∈ (0; 2]), and show that the CT heuristic is a
(2 + t)=2t-approximation algorithm for 
t-MIN-LOP and a 4=(2 + t)-approximation
algorithm for 
t-MAX-LOP. Further, 
t-LOP∈PO if and only if t = 2. Finally, in
Section 6, we show that 
t-LOP, for 0¡t¡ 2, is not in PTAS, unless P = NP. We
make some concluding remarks and discuss some open problems in Section 7.
We end this section by giving the formal de;nitions of the problems we consider
in the framework of the de;nition of an optimization problem as in [3] but we do not
mention the goal as it can be inferred from the name of the problem.
MAX-LOP (respectively, MIN-LOP);
Instance—A pair x = (Gn; w), where Gn = (V; An) is a complete digraph on V and
w assigns a nonnegative integer to any e∈An.
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Solution—A subset T ⊂ An such that (V; T ) is an acyclic tournament of Gn.
Cost—m(x; T ) = max{1;∑e∈T w(e)}.
MAX-W-SUBDAG
Instance—A pair x=(G;w) where G=(V; A) is a digraph and w assigns a nonnegative
integer to any e∈A.
Solution—A subset B ⊆ A such that (V; B) is acyclic.
Cost—m(x; B) = max{1;∑e∈B w(e)}.
MIN-W-FAS (respectively, MIN-W-FVS)
Instance— Same as that for MAX-W-SUBDAG but for the MIN-W-FVS the weights
are the vertices.
Solution—A subset F ⊆ A (respectively, F ⊆ V ) such that F contains at least one
arc (respectively, vertex) from every dicycle.
Cost—m(x; F) = max{1;∑e∈F w(e)} (respectively, m(x; F) = max{1;∑v∈F w(v)}).
MIN-W-k-FAS (minimum weighted k-FAS)
Instance—x= (G;w; k), where G= (V; A) is a digraph, w assigns a nonnegative arc
weight to each arc e∈A and k is a positive integer.
Solution—A FAS F ⊆ A of G such that |F |= k.
Cost—m(x; F) = max{1;∑e∈F w(e)}.
MIN-Subset-FAS (respectively, MIN-Subset-FVS),
Instance—x = (G;w; X ), where G = (V; A) is a digraph, w assigns a nonnegative
weight to each arc in A (respectively, vertex) and X ⊆ V ∪ A.
Solution—A FAS F ⊆ A (respectively, FVS F ⊆ V ) such that it intersects with all
dicycles intersecting the set X .
Cost—m(x; F) = max{1;∑e∈F w(e)}.
MIN-ONES (minimum number of ones)
Instance—A 3CNF formula ' with variable set U .
Solution—A subset S of U such that ' is satis;ed when the variables in S are set
to 1 and the variables in U − S are set to 0.
Cost—m('; S) = max{1; |S|}.
MIN-DOM-SET (minimum dominating set)
Instance—A graph x = G = (V; E).
Solution—A subset S of V such that S ∩ N [v] = ’, for all v∈V .
Cost—m(x; S) = max{1; |S|}.
2. Strict equivalence among the problems
We use simple reductions and some easy facts to establish strict equivalences among
the problems.
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Lemma 1. Let G = (V; A) be a digraph. If F is a minimal FAS of G, then the
subdigraph (V; F) is acyclic.
Proof. For a minimal FAS F ⊆ A of G (V; A − F) is acyclic. Let (V; F) contain
a dicycle C = {e1; e2; : : : ; et}. Let Rek = (qi; pj), if ek = (pj; qi) for 16 k6 t. An
acyclic tournament (V; T ), containing the arc set A− F , contains exactly one arc from
{ek ; Rek}, for 16 k6 t. If T does not contain any arc from C then T must contain
RC = { Re1; Re2; : : : ; Ret} which is a dicycle. So T contains at least one arc from C, say, ei.
So (A− F)∪ {ei} ⊆ T , and hence, (V; (A− F)∪ {ei}) is acyclic. Thus F − {ei} is an
FAS properly contained in F which is a contradiction.
Theorem 2. MIN-W-FAS 6strict MIN-LOP.
Proof. For an instance (G = (V; A); w) of MIN-W-FAS construct an instance (Gn =
(V; An); Rw) of MIN-LOP with Rw(e) = w(e) if e∈A and Rw(e) = 0 otherwise. To an
acyclic tournament (V; T ) for (Gn; Rw), associate FT =T ∩A which, via Lemma 1, is an
FAS of G such that w(FT ) = Rw(T ). Also, by Lemma 1, it can be proved that weights
of a minimum FAS of (G;w) and a minimum acyclic tournament of (Gn; Rw) are same
from which the theorem follows.
Lemma 3. A feedback arc set T of Gn is minimal if and only if (V; T ) is an acyclic
tournament on V .
Proof. The “if” part is obvious and the other part follows from Lemma 1.
Theorem 4. MIN-LOP 6strict MIN-W-FAS.
Proof. As an instance of MIN-LOP can also be regarded as an instance of MIN-W-FAS,
the result follows easily via Lemma 3.
Thus we have
Theorem 5. MIN-LOP ≡strict MIN-W-FAS.
As MIN-W-FAS has an O(log n log log n)-approximation algorithm [17], MIN-LOP
can be approximated within a factor O(log n log log n) as even though the instances of
MIN-W-FAS considered in [17] have positive integer arc weights, the same algorithm
can be extended to instances with nonnegative integer arc weights having the same
approximation property.
Crescenzi et al. [14] proved that the unweighted versions of minimum vertex cover,
minimum SAT, maximum cut, maximum dicut and maximum 2SAT are exactly as hard
to approximate as their polynomially bounded weighted versions. Similar results hold
for MIN-FVS, MIN-FAS, MIN-Subset-FVS and MIN-Subset-FAS via strict-reductions
assuming that the weights on vertices and arcs are polynomially bounded.
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Theorem 6. (1) MIN-W-FVS ≡strict MIN-W-FAS ≡strict MIN-FVS ≡strict MIN-FAS.
(2) MIN-W-Subset-FVS ≡strict MIN-W-Subset-FAS ≡strict MIN-Subset-FVS ≡strict
MIN-Subset-FAS.
Proof. All the reductions needed for the proof can be found in [17] except the reduc-
tions MIN-W-FAS 6strict MIN-FAS and MIN-W-Subset-FAS 6strict MIN-Subset-FAS.
We will establish the ;rst one as the same reduction works for the second one.
Given an instance (G=(V; A); w) of MIN-W-FAS construct an instance G′=(V ′; A′)
of MIN-FAS such that V ′=V ∪{uv1; : : : ; uvw(u;v)|(u; v)∈A} and A′=
⋃
(u;v)∈A {(u; uvi);
(uvi; v)|16 i6w(u; v)}. In other words, each arc (u; v) in G is replaced by 2w(u; v)
many arcs {(u; uvi); (uvi; v)|16 i6w(u; v)}. We shall denote this set of arcs corre-
sponding to the arc (u; v) by A′(u; v). It is easy to see that for a minimal FAS F ′ if
F ′ ∩ A′(u; v) = ’ then F ′ contains w(u; v) many arcs whose removal breaks all the
directed paths from u to v in G′. Since the arc set {(u; uvi)|16 i6w(u; v)} breaks all
the directed paths from u to v in G′, without loss of generality, we can assume that
if a minimal FAS F ′ of G′ contains an arc from A′(u; v) then it contains the arc set
{(u; uvi)|16 i6w(u; v)}. Now it is clear from the construction that if F is a minimal
FAS of G then F ′ =
⋃
(u;v)∈F{(u; uvi)|1 6 i6 w(u; v)} is a minimal FAS of G′ and
conversely. Also w(F) = |F ′|.
As a consequence of Theorems 5 and 6, we have
Theorem 7. MIN-LOP ≡strict MIN-FAS ≡strict MIN-FVS.
Similarly, we can show that MAX-LOP ≡strict MAX-W-SUBDAG. For MAX-LOP
6strict MAX-W-SUBDAG, an instance (Gn; w) is also the instance for MAX-W-SUBDAG
and to a solution y of the latter associate a speci;c tournament on V containing y.
And for MAX-W-SUBDAG 6strict MAX-LOP, given an instance (G = (V; A); w) of
the former associate the instance (Gn; Rw) for the latter with Rw(e) =w(e) for e∈A and
Rw(e)=0 otherwise and to a solution y of the latter associate the solution y∩A for the
former.
Thus, MAX-LOP admits of a 2-approximation algorithm as MAX-W-SUBDAG does
[37]. On the other hand, providing a proof for the nonexistence of a constant factor ap-
proximation algorithm for MIN-W-FAS, and hence, for MIN-LOP, is an open problem
[2,19,28,29].
3. MIN-LOP and equivalent problems are possibly not in APX
Based on our experience with various unsuccessful eDorts to ;nd a constant factor
approximation algorithm for MIN-LOP and some results that may be regarded as some
indirect evidences, though may not be strong, for nonexistence of such algorithms, we
conjecture that MIN-LOP is not in APX, unless P =NP. In this Section, we present a
few such results.
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3.1. On the approximability of MIN-LOP via linear program relaxation
First, we recall some concepts and results related to linear ordering polytope. A
tournament (V; T ) is a transitive tournament if (i; j) and (j; k) are in T then the arc
(i; k)∈T , for any three vertices i; j; k ∈V . A tournament is acyclic iD it is transitive
[33]. The linear ordering polytope PnLO is the convex hull of the incidence vectors of
the acyclic tournaments of Gn. The generalized transitive tournament polytope of Gn,
denoted by Pnc , [24,9] is the set of all vectors x∈RAn ; n¿ 3, satisfying
xij + xji = 1; i = j; (1)
xij + xjk + xki¿ 1; i; j; k distinct; (2)
xij¿ 0; i = j: (3)
It is easy to see that an integral vector x∈Pnc is binary and a binary vector x∈Pnc iD
x is an incidence vector of an acyclic tournament of Gn. It is known that PnLO ⊆ Pnc
and the integral extreme points of Pnc coincide with those of P
n
LO [24]. An nonintegral
extreme point of Pnc , for n=6, was ;rst given by Cruse [15] with values {0; 12 ; 1}. Dridi
[16] showed that PnLO =P
n
c , for n6 5, while P
n
LO ⊂ Pnc , for n¿ 5. Bruladi and Hwang
[9] gave a partial characterization of the extreme points of Pnc with values {0; 12 ; 1}
and latter Borobia [8] gave a complete characterization of such extreme points. Then
Nutov and Penn [36] came with a method of ;nding extreme points of Pnc with values
not in {0; 12 ; 1}, for n¿ 8, and the smallest positive value can be arbitrary close to 0
as n increases. But it is not known whether Pnc , for n= 6; 7, has such extreme points.
We summarize Nutov and Penn’s result below.
Theorem 8. Pnc , for n¿ 8, has extreme points with values not in {0; 12 ; 1}. Moreover,
Pnc has extreme points having values 1=(n=2 − 1), for n¿ 8.
We prove some results connecting extreme points of Pnc and approximate solutions
of MIN-LOP obtained via LP-relaxation.
Lemma 9. Let x be an extreme point of Pnc . If there exists a positive integer k such
that either xij=0 or xij ∈ [ 1k ; 1], for all pair of vertices i; j∈V , then Tx={(i; j)|xij ¿ 0}
contains an acyclic tournament.
Proof. Since x satis;es (1)–(3), xij + xji = 1, for every pair of vertices i; j∈V , Tx
contains at least one arc from (i; j) and (j; i), for each pair of vertices i; j∈V . Hence,
Tx contains a tournament.
Moreover, Tx contains an acyclic tournament. For this, it is enough to prove that
T cx =An−Tx = {(i; j)|xij =0} is acyclic since, if T cx is acyclic it can be extended to an
acyclic tournament, say T , and T c, the complement of T , contained in Tx, is acyclic
as T is acyclic.
To prove that T cx is acyclic we show, by induction on t, that T
c
x does not contain any
dicycle of length t, for any t¿ 2. It is easy to see that T cx contains no dicycle of length
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2 as x satis;es the conditions xij+ xji=1 and xij¿ 0, for i; j∈V . Also T cx contains no
dicycle of length 3. For this, if possible let {(i; j); (j; k); (k; i)} be the dicycle of length
3 contained in T cx . But from the de;nition of T
c
x it follows that xij + xjk + xki =0, this
contradicts that x satis;es relations (2). By induction hypothesis, let us assume that T cx
contains no dicycle of length at most t, t¿ 3. We will show that T cx contains no dicycle
of length t+1. Suppose T cx contains a dicycle of length t+1, say, C=(i1; i2; : : : ; it+1; i1).
Considering the ditriangle (i1; i2; it+1; i1), we have xi2it+1¿ 1, by (2). Also, considering
the dicycle (i2; i3; : : : ; it+1; i2), we have xit+1i2 ¿ 0 as (i2; i3; : : : ; it+1; i2) is a dicycle of
length t and all arcs except (it+1; i2) are in T cx . But then, we get xit+1i2 + xi2it+1 ¿ 1
contradicting (1). This proves the result by induction.
Lemma 10. Let x be an optimal solution of the linear program (LP): Minimize∑
(i; j)∈An wijxij over x∈Pnc . If k is the smallest positive integer such that either
xij = 0 or xij ∈ [ 1k ; 1], for all i; j∈V , then any acyclic tournament contained in Tx
is a k-approximate solution of MIN-LOP for the instance (Gn; w), where Tx is as
de=ned in Lemma 9.
Proof. Let T0 be a minimum weight acyclic tournament of the instance (Gn; w). Let
T be any acyclic tournament contained in Tx. Hence w(T )6w(Tx). Now
w(T ) =
∑
(i; j)∈T
wij6 k
∑
(i; j)∈T
wijxij
(
as xij¿
1
k
for (i; j)∈T
)
6 k
∑
(i; j)∈Tx
wijxij (as T ⊆ Tx)
6 kw(T0) (as w(Tx)6w(T0)):
Hence T is a k-approximate solution.
However, the converse of Lemma 10 is not known to hold, i.e., we do not know
whether it is true that, if any acyclic tournament contained in Tx is k-approximate,
then xij=0 or xij ∈ [1=k; 1], where x is de;ned as in Lemma 10. If the converse would
hold, then by Theorem 8 and Lemma 10 we could de;nitely say that there exists no
k-approximation algorithm for MIN-LOP via a rounding algorithm on an extreme point
of Pnc . Yet, Theorem 8 and Lemma 10 seem to suggest that possibly one may not be
able to get a constant approximation algorithm for MIN-LOP via LP relaxation.
3.2. Inapproximability of MIN-Subset-FAS
Next, we present an inapproximability result for MIN-Subset-FAS which is a general-
ization of MIN-FAS. MIN-Subset-FAS and MIN-Subset-FVS are problems, introduced
by Even et al. [17], in which only a set of interesting dicycles are considered. A FAS
F with respect to the interesting dicycles is an arc set that intersects every interesting
dicycles. Even et al. characterized the set of interesting dicycles by a set X ⊆ V ∩ A,
i.e., given such a set X , the set of interesting dicycles characterized by X is the set of
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Fig. 1. Graph G and the corresponding digraph G′.
all cycles that intersect X . MIN-Subset-FAS can be approximated within a factor of
O(log log n log n) [17] and it is the best known. Here we will show that it cannot be ap-
proximated within a factor of (1− )log n, for any ¿ 0, unless NP⊂DTIME(nlog log n),
even if O(n) interesting dicycles are given explicitly. From this result, it appears that
MIN-FAS may not be approximable within a factor of log n. We have:
Theorem 11. For any ¿ 0, there does not exist any polynomial time approximation
algorithm solving MIN-Subset-FAS and MIN-Subset-FVS within a factor of (1 −
)log n, unless NP⊂DTIME(nlog log n), even if the number of interesting dicycles is of
O(n) and are given explicitly.
Proof. It is enough to show that MIN-DOM-SET6strictMIN-Subset-FAS, as from [18]
it is known that, for any ¿ 0, MIN-DOM-SET cannot be approximated within a factor
of (1− )log n, unless NP⊂DTIME(nlog log n).
Let G = (V; E) be an instance of MIN-DOM-SET. We assume that the vertices
in V are ordered and let V = {1; 2; : : : ; n}. We also assume that, for each i∈V , the
vertices in the closed neighborhood of i, N [i], are also ordered with respect to the
ordering in V . From G we construct an instance (G′ = (V ′; A′); w;C) of MIN-Subset-
FAS (where C is the set of interesting dicycles) as follows. Let V ′ =
⋃
i∈V{v1i ; v2i }
and A′ = [
⋃
i∈V {(v1i ; v2i )}] ∪ [
⋃
i∈V {{(v2i1 ; v1i2 ); (v2i2 ; v1i3 ); : : : ; (v2ik−1 ; v1ik ); (v2ik ; v1i1 )}:N [i]=
{i1; i2; : : : ; ik}}]. For an example see Fig. 1. Each arc in the set
⋃
i∈V {(v1i ; v2i )} has
weight 1 and all other arcs have weight 2n each. From the construction, it is clear that
for each set N [i], i∈V , G′ has the dicycle (v1i1 ; v2i1 ; v1i2 ; : : : ; v1ik ; v2ik ; v1i1 ). We shall denote
this dicycle by Ci. For example in Fig. 1, the dicycle in G′, consisting of thick arrowed
arcs, corresponds to the closed neighborhood N [1] of the vertex 1 in G. Finally, let
the set of interesting dicycles C = {Ci|i∈V}.
Since the set T = {(v1i ; v2i )|i∈V} is an FAS of G′ of cost n, we shall only consider
the FASs of G′ which have cost at most n, i.e. in other words we consider the FASs
of G′ which are properly contained in T . Now it is not diTcult to see that, S ⊆ V is
a dominating set of G if and only if FS ={(v1i ; v2i )|i∈ S} is an FAS of G′ with respect
to the interesting dicycle set C. Also |S|= |FS |. From this the theorem follows.
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Remark 1. A natural question that arises is: Is MIN-DOM-SET6APMIN-W-FAS? The
above reduction (without the set C of interesting dicycles) would yield a positive
answer if w(F0)6 c|S0|, where F0 is a minimum weight FAS of (G′; w), S0 is a
minimum dominating set of G and c is a positive constant. But we have not been able
to show this or construct any other AP-reduction. Thus this question remains open. A
positive answer to this would establish that MIN-LOP and other related problems are
not in APX.
3.3. NPO-completeness of MIN-W-k-FAS
In this subsection, we consider a generalization of MIN-LOP, called MIN-W-k-FAS,
and show that it is NPO-complete. In MIN-W-k-FAS, given an instance (G;w; k), where
G is a digraph with arc weight function w and a positive integer k, it is required to
;nd a minimum weight FAS F with |F | = k. In this problem, FASs of cardinality k
are the feasible solutions. MIN-LOP is same as MIN-W-k-FAS when k = 12 n(n − 1)
and the input graph is a complete digraph. While unweighted version of MIN-LOP is
in the class PO, same is not true for MIN-W-k-FAS. In fact, just like MIN-FAS, it is
NP-complete.
It is known that MIN-ONES is NPO-complete [30,14]. To show that MIN-ONES
is NPO-complete, Kann reduced MIN-IND-DOM-SET ( minimum independent domi-
nating set in which we are asked to ;nd an independent dominating set of minimum
size in a given graph G) to MIN-ONES [30, Theorems 4 and 5]. In this reduction,
the constructed instance ' of MIN-ONES has the property that each variable in '
appears at least once negated and at least once unnegated. We shall denote the re-
stricted version of MIN-ONES in which each variable in an instance ' appears at least
once negated and once unnegated, as MIN-ONES+. By Kann’s reduction, it follows
that MIN-ONES+ is NPO-complete. We prove NPO-completeness of MIN-W-k-FAS
by a reduction from MIN-ONES+, which is similar to a reduction from 3SAT to
MAX-SUBDAG, by Newman [35], to show that MAX-SUBDAG is not approximable
within a factor of 6665 + , for any ¿ 0, unless P = NP.
Theorem 12. MIN-W-k-FAS is NPO-complete.
Proof. Let ' be an instance of MIN-ONES+, with m clauses and n variables. From
' we shall construct an arc weighted digraph (G('); w) as follows:
1. For any variable x∈', let l(x) and l( Rx) denote the number of times the literal
x and Rx appear in ', respectively. To each variable x in ', construct a vari-
able gadget G(x) with l(x) + l( Rx) + 2 vertices and 2(l(x) + l( Rx)) arcs as follows.
The vertex set in G(x) is {x1; x2} ∪ {x1; x2; : : : ; xl(x)} ∪ { Rx1; Rx2; : : : ; Rxl( Rx)}, and the
arc set is [
⋃l(x)
i=1 {(x1; xi); (xi; x2)}] ∪ [
⋃l( Rx)
i=1 {(x2; Rxi); ( Rxi; x1)}]. For an example see
Fig. 2(a).
2. For each clause C ∈', we construct a clause gadget G(C) which consists of a
dicycle of length 6 and whose alternate arcs are labeled by distinct literals from C.
For example, if C = (x ∨ y ∨ Rz) then G(C) is as shown in Fig. 2(b).
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Fig. 2. (a) Variable gadget for G(x). (b) Clause gadget G(C) for the clause C=(x∨y∨ Rz). (c) The digraph
G(') for the formula ' = (x ∨ y ∨ Rz) ∧ ( Rx ∨ Ry ∨ z) ∧ ( Rx ∨ y ∨ z).
3. Each clause gadget G(C) is linked with the variable gadgets corresponding to the
literals in C as follows:
◦ For an arc (i; j) labeled x in the clause gadget, add an arc from vertex j to
x1 and arc from x2 to i.
◦ For an arc (i; j) labeled Rx in the clause gadget, add an arc from vertex j to
x2 and an arc from x1 to i.
Note that G(') has 18m arcs as there are 6m in all clause gadgets, 6m arcs join-
ing clause gadgets with variable gadgets and 6m arcs in all variable gadgets. Fig. 2
illustrates the digraph G(') for '= (x ∨ y ∨ Rz) ∧ ( Rx ∨ Ry ∨ z) ∧ ( Rx ∨ y ∨ z).
Now, we de;ne the arc weight function w. The weight of each arc labeled by x in a
clause gadget is (n+1)=(l(x)+ l( Rx)) and weight of an arc labeled Rx in a clause gadget
is 1=(l(x)+ l( Rx)). For each variable x, the arcs in the set
⋃l(x)
i=1 {(x1; xi); (xi; x2)} (in the
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variable gadget) has weight 1=(l(x)+l( Rx)) and each arc in the set
⋃l( Rx)
i=1 {(x2; Rxi); ( Rxi; x2)}
has weight (n+1)=(l(x)+ l( Rx)). All other arcs in G(') has weight M¿ 18m. Finally,
let k = 3m. This completes the construction of (G('); w; k).
Claim 1. Let F0 be a minimum cardinality FAS of G('). Then |F0|= 3m.
Proof. In [35, Lemma 3], Newman proved that a minimum cardinality FAS F of G(')
contains 3m + u arcs if and only if the minimum number of unsatis;ed clauses in '
is u. But, here ' being an instance of MIN-ONES+, it is always satis;able and hence
u= 0.
Claim 2. Given a solution S of MIN-ONES+ for the instance ', we can construct
an FAS Fs of G(') such that |Fs|= 3m and w(Fs) = n(|S|+ 1).
Proof. From S construct Fs as follows:
• if x∈ S then include all the arcs (x2; Rxi), for 16 i6 l( Rx), in Fs;
• if x ∈ S then include all the arcs (x1; xi), for 16 i6 l(x), in Fs;
• include all the arcs from the clause gadgets those corresponds to a true literal with
respect to S.
Now, following the arguments given in the proof of Lemma 3 in [35], it can be proved
that Fs is an FAS of G(') and |Fs|=3m. Also w(Fs)=
∑
x∈S [(n+1)=(l(x)+l( Rx))(l(x)+
l( Rx))]+
∑
x ∈S [(1=(l(x)+ l( Rx))(l(x)+ l( Rx))]=
∑
x∈S (n+1)+
∑
x ∈S 1=n(|S|+1).
Claim 3. Let F be a minimal FAS of G(') with |F | = 3m. Then we can construct
a minimal FAS F ′ of G(') such that F ′ does not contain any arc of weight M ,
|F ′|= 3m and w(F ′)¡w(F).
Proof. If F contains an arc (i; j) of weight M then we can construct another minimal
FAS F ′ of G(') with w(F ′)¡w(F). For this we consider three cases as there are
three types of arcs of weight M in G(').
• Let F contains an arc (i; j) of weight M which is an arc in a clause gadget G(C)
for some clause C ∈'. From the construction of G(') it follows that L = F −
{(i; j)}+{(h; i)} is an FAS of G('), where (h; i) is the unique arc in G(C) adjacent
to (i; j). Now, let F ′ be any minimal FAS of G(') contained in L and hence
w(F ′)6w(L)¡w(F).
• Let F contains an arc (i; j) of weight M which is going out from a clause gadget
G(C). From the construction of G(') it follows that L = F − {(i; j)} + {(h; i)} is
an FAS of G('), where (h; i) is the unique arc in G(C) adjacent to (i; j). Now,
w(F ′)6w(L)¡w(F), where F ′ ⊆ L is any minimal FAS of G(').
• Let F contains an arc (i; j) of weight M which is coming into a clause gadget G(C).
Then, from the construction it follows that L = F − {(i; j)} + {(j; k)} is an FAS,
where (j; k) is the unique arc in G(C). Now, w(F ′)6w(L)¡w(F), where F ′ ⊆ L
is any minimal FAS of G(').
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Since |L|= |F | and F ′ ⊆ L, we have |F ′|6 |L|= 3m. But, from Claim 1 and as F ′
is a minimal FAS of G(') with at most 3m arcs, it follows that |F ′|= 3m.
Claim 4. Let F be a minimal FAS of G(') containing no arc of weight M and
|F |= 3m. Then we can construct a solution SF satisfying ' and w(F) = n(|SF |+ 1).
Proof. Since F is a minimal FAS of G(') and does not contain any arc of weight M ,
without loss of generality, we assume that F breaks either all the dipaths from x1 to
x2 and none from x2 to x1 or all the dipaths from x2 to x1 and none from x1 to x2 in
the variable gadget G(x), for any x∈'. This is because, ;rstly, F must break either
all the dipaths from x1 to x2 or all dipaths from x2 to x1 and, secondly, if F breaks
all dipaths from, say, x1 to x2, then it cannot break any dipath from x2 to x1 as F is
a minimal FAS.
Now, we de;ne SF={x| F breaks all the dipaths from x2 to x1 in the variable gadget
for the variable x}. Note that, for any variable x∈', if F breaks all the l(x) dipaths
from x1 to x2 in the variable gadget G(x), then F must contain all the l( Rx) arcs labeled
with Rx in the clause gadgets; and if F breaks all the dipaths from x2 to x1 then F
contains all the arcs labeled with x in the clause gadgets. As
∑
x∈' [l(x) + l( Rx)] = 3m
and |F | = 3m, we can further assume that, if F breaks all the dipaths from x1 to
x2 (respectively, all the dipaths from x2 to x1) in G(x), then F contains the l(x)
arcs (x1; x1); : : : ; (x1; xl(x)) (respectively, the l( Rx) arcs (x2; Rx1); : : : ; (x2; Rxl( Rx))) from G(x).
Then, as in the proof of Claim 2, we can show that w(F) = n(|SF |+ 1).
Now, it remains to show that SF is a solution for the instance ' of MIN-ONES+.
This can be seen as follows: F contains at least one arc from the clause gadget G(C),
for each clause C in '. If that arc is labeled by x, for some variable x, then F must
break all the dipaths from x2 to x1 in G(x) and hence x∈ SF . If the arc is labeled by
Rx, then F must break all the dipaths from x1 to x2 in G(x) and hence x ∈ SF . Now,
for each clause C, the literal l labeling the arc in G(C), that in F , is true whether the
corresponding variable is in SF or not. Hence, SF satis;es '.
From Claims 2–4, it follows that if F0 is an optimum solution for the instance
(G('); w; k) of MIN-W-k-FAS with k=3m as constructed above, then the corresponding
set S0, as constructed in the proof of Claim 4, is an optimum solution for the instance '
of MIN-ONES+. Now, for any FAS F of G(') with |F |=3m, we have |SF |=|S0|6 1+
2[w(F)=w(F0)−1], which can be seen by simpli;cation and noting that |S|¿ |S0|¿ 1.
Hence MIN-ONES+6APMIN-W-k-FAS.
4. An approximation algorithm for-LOP
We now consider approximability of LOP with some restrictions on the weight
matrix. 
-MIN-LOP (respectively, 
-MAX-LOP) denotes MIN-LOP (respectively,
MAX-LOP) restricted to instances where the arc weight matrix satis;es the follow-
ing triangle inequality (or 
-inequality):
max{wik ; wki}6min{wij; wji}+min{wjk ; wkj} (4)
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for any three nodes i; j; k ∈V , where wij = w(i; j). We write 
-LOP when referring
to either of 
-MIN-LOP and 
-MAX-LOP. Note that the triangle inequality in (4)
is stronger than the usual notion of triangle inequality as de;ned in [1], though this
may seem to be an arti;cial restriction on the weight matrix, the point is that with
such restrictions on weight matrix we get much better approximate solutions quite
easily. However, we do not know whether such approximate solutions can be obtained
assuming the standard notion of triangle inequality.
For a set T of arcs in Gn, let T c = {(j; i)|(i; j)∈T}. We de;ne a triangle 
 on
three distinct nodes a; b; c∈V as a set of three distinct arcs for which any two distinct
arcs have exactly one common end point in {a; b; c}. We ;rst prove a few lemmas
before showing 
-MIN-LOP (respectively, 
-MAX-LOP) admits a 32 -approximation
(respectively, 43 -approximation) algorithm.
Lemma 13. For any triangle 
, w(
)6 2w(
c).
Proof. 
 can be any one of the eight possible triangles over three distinct nodes a; b; c.
We shall prove the lemma only for the set 
 = {(a; b); (b; c); (a; c)} and proofs for
other sets are similar.
By 
-inequality we have w(a; b)6w(c; a)+w(c; b); w(b; c)6w(b; a)+w(c; a) and
w(a; c)6w(b; a)+w(c; b). Adding all these inequalities we have w(
)6 2w(
c).
Lemma 14. Let (V; T ) be any tournament on V . Then w(T )6 2w(T c).
Proof. Let (V; T ) be any arbitrary tournament on V . Let 
 be any triangle in T . Now
consider the sum
∑
w(
) over all distinct triangles in T . Since each arc in T appears
in exactly (n− 2) distinct triangles in T , each arc in T appears exactly (n− 2) times
in the sum
∑
distinct∈T w(
). Hence
∑
distinct∈T
w(
) = (n− 2)w(T ) and
∑
distinctc∈T c
w(
c) = (n− 2)w(T c):
By Lemma 13, we have w(T )6 2w(T c).
We next describe a simple heuristic, called the complementary tournament heuristic
(or CT heuristic), for LOP and then examine its performance.
CT heuristic for LOP
Input—An instance (Gn; w) for 
-LOP.
Output—A tournament TA on V
begin
consider an arbitrary tournament T on V and its complement T c;
choose the one as output TA which has smaller (respectively, larger) weight
for 
-MIN-LOP (respectively 
-MAX-LOP);
end.
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The performance of the CT heuristic is given in
Theorem 15. For any instance x = (Gn; w) of 
-LOP, let CT (x) denote the solution
returned by the CT heuristic. Then (1) R(x; CT (x))6 32 for 
-MIN-LOP, and (2)
R(x; CT (x))6 43 for 
-MAX-LOP.
Proof. Let (V; TA) be the tournament returned by the CT heuristic on the given instance
and (V; T0) be an optimal tournament for the given instance. From our algorithm we
have w(TA)6w(T cA). So 2w(TA)6w(TA)+w(T
c
A)=w(T0)+w(T
c
0 )6w(T0)+2w(T0)=
3w(T0). Here, the ;rst equality is due to the fact that w(TA)+w(T cA)=w(An)=w(T0)+
w(T c0 ) and the second inequality is due to Lemma 14. From this the ;rst part of the
theorem follows and proof of second part is similar.
5. Performance of the CT heuristic fort-LOP
In this section, we examine the performance of the CT heuristic for At-LOP, a
parametrized version of A-LOP. The weight matrix w=(wij) satis;es the parametrized
triangle inequality with a positive real parameter t (or 
t-inequality) if t ·max{wik ; wki}
6min{wij; wji}+min{wjk ; wkj}, for any three nodes i; j; k.
Remark 2. (1) If the weight function w is not the constant function taking the value 0,
then w cannot satisfy 
t-inequality for any t ¿ 2. So we need to consider 
t-inequality
only for t ∈ (0; 2].
(2) w satis;es 
2-inequality if and only if w is a matrix with all entries equal to a
positive constant.
(3) If w satis;es 
t-inequality, then it also satis;es 
t′ -inequality whenever
0¡t′¡t6 2. 
t-inequality corresponds to the 
-inequality for t=1 and is a strength-
ening (respectively, relaxation) of the 
-inequality if t ¿ 1 (respectively, t ¡ 1).
Parametrized triangle inequality is considered for the possible extension of the scope
of application of known heuristics for hard combinatorial optimization problems which
have better upper bounds on performance ratio when the weight matrix satis;es the
standard 
-inequality [1,6]. In [1], it is observed that the two popular heuristics for
the traveling salesman problem (TSP) behave diDerently with respect to 
t-inequality,
though they have similar properties with respect to the standard 
-inequality. The
performance of T 3 heuristic with respect to 
t-inequality for TSP is consistent with
its performance with respect to the standard 
-inequality, whereas that of Christo;des’
heuristic [11] is not.
However, we observe that the performance of CT heuristic for LOP with respect to

t-inequality is quite consistent with its performance with respect to the 
-inequality.
By 
t-LOP we refer to LOP where the arc weight matrix satis;es the 
t-inequality.
We have an extension of Theorem 15.
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Theorem 16. Let x= (Gn; w) be an instance of 
t-LOP. If CT (x) is the solution re-
turned by the CT heuristic on input x, then (1) for 
t-MIN-LOP, R(x; CT (x))6 (2+
t)=2t and (2) for 
t-MAX-LOP, R(x; CT (x))6 4=(2 + t).
The proof follows from the same sequence of intermediate results and reasoning
as for Theorem 15, with appropriate modi;cations of Lemmas 13 and 14 where the
constant 2 appearing in them is replaced by 2=t. Thus, for instance, the modi;ed form
of Lemma 14 reads: If x = (Gn; w) is an instance of 
t-LOP and T is an acyclic
tournament on V , then w(T )6 (2=t)w(T c).
Remark 3. (1) If 0¡L6wij6U , then w satis;es the 
t-inequality with t = 2L=U ,
and hence, by Theorem 15, R(x; CT (x))6 (U + L)=2L (respectively, 6 2U=(U + L))
for 
t-MIN-LOP (respectively, 
t-MAX-LOP).
(2) Note that the restriction of 
t-inequality on the weight matrix becomes stronger
and stronger than the 
-inequality as t → 2 and then R(x; CT (x)) → 1 for 
t-LOP,
whereas 
t-inequality becomes more and more relaxed than the 
-inequality as t → 0
and then R(x; CT (x))→∞ for 
t-MIN-LOP and 
t-MAX-LOP.
Note that, in view of Remark 2, there exists a threshold t∗ ∈ (0; 2] such that 
t-LOP
is NP-complete for 0¡t¡ t∗ and 
t-LOP is in the class PO for t∗6 t6 2. We next
show that t∗ = 2. That is
Theorem 17. 
t-LOP is NP-complete for t ∈ (0; 2).
Proof. First note that LOPpq is NP-complete for any positive integers p and q. Because
of Remark 2(3), it is enough to ;nd two positive integers p and q for a given rational
t ∈ (0; 2) such that p¡q and 2p=q= t so that an instance of LOPpq is an instance of

t-LOP, by Remark 3(1). Now, given any rational t ∈ (0; 2), let p1 be any positive
integer and let q1 = 2p1=t. As q1 is rational, q1 = r=l for some positive integers r and
l. Let p= lp1 and q= r. As p1¡q1, we have p¡q and 2p=q= 2p1=q1 = t.
Corollary 18. If P = NP, then 
t-LOP ∈ PO if and only if t = 2.
6. t-LOP is not in PTAS
In this section, we shall show that LOP12 ∈ PTAS, unless P = NP, and hence,

t-LOP ∈ PTAS, unless P = NP. Our proof relies on a characterization of the class
PTAS due to Paz and Moran [38]. We ;rst recall the relevant concepts and the result
from [38].
For a given NPO problem  and a positive integer k, let k={x∈ I |m∗(x)6 k}. The
NPO problem  is said to be simple if, for every positive integer k, k is decidable in
polynomial time [38]. It can be shown that MAX-SUBDAG is simple. This is because,
given any digraph G=(V; A) and a positive integer k, in order to decide if the optimum
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value is at most k, it is suTcient to consider all sets of k+1 arcs and to verify whether
at least one of them is acyclic, and this can be done in O(|A|k+1) time.
An NPO problem  satis;es the boundedness conditions [38] if an algorithm Tb
and a positive integer constant E exist such that the following hold:
1. For any instance x of  and for every positive integer c, Tb(x; c) is a solution y
of x such that
m∗(x)6m(x; y) + cE if  is a maximization problem;
m∗(x)¿m(x; y)− cE if  is a minimization problem:
2. The time complexity of Tb(x; c) is a polynomial in |x| whose degree depends only
on the value (m(x;Tb(x; c))=c).
Theorem 19 (Paz and Moran [38]). An NPO problem  is in PTAS if and only if it
is simple and satis=es the boundedness conditions.
Note that as MAX-SUBDAG is APX-complete [37], it is not in PTAS, unless
P = NP. But it is simple and hence does not satisfy the boundedness conditions by
Theorem 19.
Lemma 20. MAX -LOP12 does not satisfy the boundedness conditions.
Proof. It is enough to show that if MAX-LOP12 satis;es the boundedness conditions,
then so does MAX-SUBDAG. So suppose MAX-LOP12 satis;es the boundedness con-
ditions. Then there exist an algorithm Tb and a positive integer constant E such that
1. For any instance f(x) of MAX-LOP12 and for any positive integer c, TA=Tb(f(x); c)
is a solution of x with w(T0)6w(TA) + cE.
2. The time complexity of Tb(f(x); c) is a polynomial in |f(x)| whose degree depends
only on the value (m(x;Tb(f(x); c))=c).
Next, we show that MAX-SUBDAG also satis;es the boundedness conditions by
designing an algorithm T′b for MAX-SUBDAG which for the same constant E satis;es
the boundedness conditions for MAX-SUBDAG.
Let (Gn; w) be any instance of MAX-SUBDAG. Now construct an instance (Gn; w)
of MAX-LOP12 with w(e) = 2, if e∈A, and w(e) = 1 otherwise. For a given solution
(an acyclic tournament) (Vn; T ) of MAX-LOP12 for (Gn; w), let RT = {e∈T |w(e) =
2}. Clearly, (Vn; RT ) is a SUBDAG of G and w(T ) = 12 n(n − 1) + | RT |. It can be
proved that (Vn; T0) is an optimal solution of MAX-LOP12 for (Gn; w) if and only if
(Vn; RT 0 = {e∈T0|w(e) = 2}) is an optimal solution of MAX-SUBDAG for G. Also
w(T0) = 12 n(n− 1) + | RT 0|.
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Now, consider the following algorithm T′b for MAX-SUBDAG.
Algorithm T′b for MAX-SUBDAG
Input—G = (Vn; A), an instance of MAX-SUBDAG.
Output—A SUBDAG (Vn; RTA) of G.
begin
Construct an instance (Gn; w) of MAX-LOP12 from G with w(e) = 2 if
e∈A and w(e) = 1 otherwise;
Use the algorithm Tb and the constant E (which are speci;ed by the
boundedness conditions for MAX-LOP12) for the instance (Gn; w) of
MAX-LOP12 to get a solution TA =Tb((Gn; w); c) of MAX-LOP12;
From TA construct RTA = {e∈TA|w(e) = 2};
Return RTA as output;
end.
Since Tb and E satisfy the boundedness conditions for MAX-LOP12 we have
w(T0)6w(TA) + cE, and hence, | RT 0|6 | RTA| + cE. Hence, the algorithm T′b and the
constant E satisfy the boundedness conditions for MAX-SUBDAG.
From the above lemma and Theorem 19, it follows that MAX-LOP12 ∈ PTAS,
unless P = NP. Next, we will show that MAX-LOP126AP MIN-LOP12, from which it
will follow that MIN-LOP12 ∈ PTAS, unless P = NP.
Lemma 21. MAX -LOP126AP MIN -LOP12.
Proof. Let (Gn; w) be an instance of MAX-LOP12. We also take (Gn; w) as the cor-
responding instance of MIN-LOP12. For a solution (Vn; T ) of MIN-LOP12 for (Gn; w)
we associate (Vn; T c) as a solution of MAX-LOP12 for (Gn; w). (Vn; T c0 ) is an optimal
solution of MIN-LOP12 if and only if (Vn; T0) is an optimal solution of MAX-LOP12
for (Gn; w). It is easy to see that MAX-LOP12 6AP MIN-LOP12.
Theorem 22. 
t-LOP ∈ PTAS for 0¡t¡ 2, unless, P = NP.
Proof. As LOP12 ∈ PTAS, it follows that LOPpq ∈ PTAS for any positive integer
p and q, unless P = NP. Following the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 17, we
conclude that 
t-LOP ∈ PTAS for 0¡t¡ 2, unless P = NP.
7. Concluding remarks and open problems
In this paper, we have ;rst established strict equivalence among MIN-LOP and both
polynomially bounded weighted and unweighted versions of some well-known feedback
set problems and between MAX-LOP and MAX-SUBDAG problem. Thus, they have
the same approximability properties. Then we are led to conjecture that MIN-LOP and
equivalent feedback set problems cannot be in APX, if P =NP. We also showed that

t-LOP have good approximate solution but cannot be in PTAS, if P =NP. Obviously,
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there is a lot of further work to be done. The main open questions that emerged out
of our investigations are: (1) Can we get better than O(log n log log n) approximation
algorithm for MIN-LOP and related feedback set problems? (2) Can we resolve the
conjecture that MIN-LOP and related problems are not in APX, if P = NP. (3) Can
we show that MIN-Subset-FAS6APMIN-FAS? (4) Is 
t-LOP APX-complete? (5) Can
we obtain good approximate solutions for 
t-LOP, with usual notion of triangle in-
equality? (6) Can we get good approximate solutions for other restricted versions of
these problems? It is worth investigating all these questions.
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